VENONA
TOP-SECRET

REISSUE

AGENT "KHOZE" TO BE RENAMED "KHOZE-PEPITO", MONEY TRANSFER (1944)

From: MOSCOW
To: MEXICO CITY
No.: 272
6 May 1944

Reference No. 174[1] of 2 May 1944. The money which was transmitted on 22 April for the support of the agent "KHOZE-PEPITO"[11] was intended for "KHOZE"[11].

Henceforth "KHOZE" will be called "KHOZE-PEPITO".

No. 1906
VIXTOR[111]

[Continued overleaf]
Footnotes: [i] Not available.


"KhoZE" also occurs in MOSCOW's Nos. 110 of 20 February 1944 (3/NBF/T697.1), 257 of 20 April 1944 (T951), 228 of 28 April 1946 (T758) and 229 of 27 May 1946 (T711); and in MEXICO CITY's Nos. 63 of 24 January 1944 (unpublished), 192, 193 of 13, 14 March 1944 (unpublished, 3/NBF/T776), 262 of 16 April 1944 (T868), 472, 497, 534, 556 of 5, 12, 24, 29 June 1944 (T685, unpublished, T636, T643), 567 of 3 July 1944 (T640) and 932 of 6 December 1944 (T993).

[iii] VIKTOR: Lt General Pavel Mikhajlovich FITIN.